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Abstract
We consider a wide class of integral and ordinary differential equations of fractional
multi-orders (1/ρ1,1/ρ2, . . . ,1/ρm), depending on arbitrary parameters ρi > 0, µi ∈
R, i = 1, . . . ,m. Denoting the “differentiation” operators by D = D(ρi),(µi), and by
L = L(ρi),(µi) the corresponding “integrations” (operators right inverse to D), we first
observe thatD and L can be considered as operators of the generalized fractional calculus,
respectively—as generalized fractional “derivatives” and “integrals.” A solution of the
homogeneous ODE of this kind,
Dy(z)= λy(z), λ = 0, 0 < |z|<∞,
is the recently introduced “multi-index Mittag-Leffler function” E(1/ρi),(µi)(λz). We
find a Poisson-type integral transformation P (generalizing the classical Poisson integral
formula) that maps the cosm-function into the multi-index Mittag-Leffler function, and also
transforms the simpler differentiation and integration operators of integer order m > 1:
Dm = (d/dz)m and lm (the m-fold integration) into the operators D and L. Thus, from
the known solution of the Volterra-type integral equation with the m-fold integration lm,
via P as a transformation (transmutation) operator, we find the corresponding solution of
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the integral equation y(z)− λL(z)= f (z). Then, a solution of the fractional multi-order
differential equation Dy(z) − λy(z) = f (z) comes out, in an explicit form, as a series
of integrals involving Fox’s H -functions. For each particularly chosen R.H.S. function
f (z), such a solution can be evaluated as an H -function. Special cases of the equations
considered here, lead to solutions in terms of the Mittag-Leffler, Bessel, Struve, Lommel
and hyper-Bessel functions, and some other known generalized hypergeometric functions.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The equations
y(z)− λ
z∫
a
K(z, t)y(t) dt = f (z), (1.1)
where f (z),K(z, t) are given functions, λ is a parameter and y(z) is the sought
solution, are called Volterra integral equations of second kind.
Singular integral equations of such kind arise very often in solving various
problems of mathematical physics, especially that describing physical processes
with after-effects (see, e.g., Gorenflo and Vessella [1]).
Fractional integral and differintegral equations involving Riemann–Liouville
(R–L) integrals and/or the R–L derivatives of arbitrary (fractional) order δ > 0
have been solved explicitly by various authors, such as Gorenflo and Vessella [1],
Hille and Tamarkin [2], Ross and Sachdeva [3], Samko et al. [4], Srivastava
and Bushman [5], etc. The solutions of the first kind Volterra integral equations
lδy(z)= f (z) are well known. Abel (1823) was the first to solve effectively such
an equation with δ = 1/2 (called now Abel integral equation) by means of a
fractional calculus operator (see [4, Ch. 1, §2.1]), thus giving good motivation
for further development of this topic.
The R–L fractional integral equation of the second kind,
y˜(z)− λlδy˜(z)= f˜ (z), (1.2)
has been solved by many authors using different techniques (such as Hille and
Tamarkin [2] and Ross and Sachdeva [3]), but all of them leading to the solution
involving the Mittag-Leffler (M-L) function:
y˜(z)= f˜ (z)+ λ
z∫
0
(z− t)δ−1Eδ,δ
[
λ(z− t)δ]f˜ (t) dt. (1.3)
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The solution of the Cauchy problem for the R–L fractional differential equation{
Dδy˜(z)− λy˜(z)= f˜ (z),
Dδ−j y˜(z)|z=0 = bj , j = 1,2, . . . , n; n− 1 < δ  n, (1.4)
is also expressed in terms of the M-L function [4, Examples 42.1, 42.2]:
y˜(z)=
n∑
j=1
bj z
δ−jEδ,1+δ−j
(
λzδ
)
+
z∫
0
(z− t)δ−1Eδ,δ
[
λ(z− t)δ]f˜ (t) dt. (1.5)
Recently, new various types of differential and integral equations of fractional
order have been solved, inspired by problems appearing in practice; see some
details in Samko et al. [4], Podlubny [6], etc. Examples of such kinds of equations,
solved in terms of the M-L functions, are
Dδy(z)− λlνy(z)= f (z), z−βδDα,δβ − λzβνIµ,νβ y(z)= f (z),
δ > 0, ν > 0,
which involve both fractional integrals and derivatives (in Riemann–Liouville or
Erdélyi–Kober sense; see Vu and Al-Saqabi [7] and Kiryakova and Al-Saqabi
[8]).
Ordinary differential equations and Volterra second kind integral equations
involving some operators of the generalized fractional calculus, or other classes
of generalized integrations and differentiations, have been also investigated.
Typical examples of generalized differentiation and integration operators of
arbitrary order m > 1, although yet integer, are the hyper-Bessel differential
operatorsB and hyper-Bessel integral operatorsL, appearing in various problems
of applied analysis and mathematical physics (Dimovski [9,10], Kiryakova [11,
Ch. 3]). The equations of the form
Ly(z)= f (z), By(z)= f (z),
y(z)− λLy(z)= f (z), By(z)− λy(z)= f (z), (1.6)
have been explicitly solved in terms of the hyper-Bessel functions and Meijer’s
G-functions, or integral operators of them, either by using the theory of special
functions or by using the transmutation method (see, e.g., Dimovski and Kir-
yakova [12], Kiryakova [11, Ch. 3], Kiryakova and McBride [13]).
We shall observe that equations like (1.2), (1.4), (1.6) and their solutions can
be obtained as special cases of the problems we solve explicitly in this paper.
Namely, we consider fractional multi-order integral equations y(z)−λLy(z)=
f (z), L being a generalized fractional integration operator involving an
H -function, and initial value problems for the corresponding fractional multi-
order differential equations of the form
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Dy(z)− λy(z)
= z−1
m∏
i=1
(
z1+(1−µi)ρiD1/ρi
zρi
z(µi−1)ρi
)
y(z)− λy(z)= f (z). (1.7)
For the aims of our paper, we use the so-called transmutation method, or
method of similarity, transformations method. The essence of this method lies in
solving some new and complicated problems by their reduction to well-known or
simpler ones, by means of suitable “translators” (transformations, transmutations,
similarity operators). In a narrow sense it originates from the works of Delsarte
and Lions (see [14]) and has been widely used in mathematical analysis, and
mainly for solving differential equations, by many authors (see, for example,
Hearsh [15]). However, some authors, like Dimovski [10], have used “similarity”
operators in the following wider sense, and also for the purposes of operational
and convolutional calculi, theory of special functions, etc.
An isomorphism T : X˜ → X of a linear space X˜ into another linear space X
is said to be a similarity (operator) from a linear operator L˜ : X˜ → X˜ to a linear
operator L :X →X, if T L˜= LT holds in X. We say then that the operator L˜ is
similar to L under the similarity T , or that T transmutes L˜ into L.
2. Preliminaries
First, we recall briefly the notations and definitions for some classes of special
functions that are basically used throughout this paper.
By Fox’s H -function we mean a generalized hypergeometric function, defined
by means of the Mellin–Barnes type contour integral
Hm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj )p1(bk,Bk)q1
]
= 1
2πi
∫
C′
∏m
k=1Γ (bk − sBk)
∏n
j=1Γ (1− aj + sAj )∏q
k=m+1Γ (1− bk + sBk)
∏p
j=n+1 Γ (aj − sAj )
zs ds, (2.1)
z = 0, where C ′ is a suitable contour in C, the orders (m,n,p, q) are integers
0  m  q , 0  n  p and the parameters aj ∈ R, Aj > 0, j = 1, . . . , p,
bk ∈ R, Bk > 0, k = 1, . . . , q , are such that Aj(bk + l) = Bk(aj − l′ − 1),
l, l
′ = 0,1,2, . . . . For various type of contours and conditions for existence and
analyticity of the function (2.1) in disks ∆R = {|z|<R} ⊂C, R =∏pj=1A−Ajj ×∏q
k=1 B
Bk
k > 0, asymptotic expansions as |z| → 0 and |z| → ∞, account of
the basic properties and examples of (2.1), the reader is referred to [11, App.],
[16–18], etc.
When A1 = · · · = Ap = 1, B1 = · · · = Bq = 1, (2.1) turns into the more
popular Meijer’s G-function (see [11,17], [19, Vol. 1, Ch. 5]):
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Gm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣ (aj )p1(bk)q1
]
= 1
2πi
∫
C′
∏m
k=1Γ (bk − s)
∏n
j=1Γ (1− aj + s)∏q
k=m+1 Γ (1− bk + s)
∏p
j=n+1 Γ (aj − s)
zs ds. (2.2)
The G- and H -functions encompass almost all the elementary and special
functions and this makes the knowledge of them very useful. For example, the
pFq -generalized hypergeometric functions [19, Vol. 1] are Meijer’s G-functions:
pFq(a1, a2, . . . , ap;b1, b2, . . . , bq; z)
=
∞∑
k=0
(a1)k . . . (ap)k
(b1)k . . . (bq)k
zk
k! (2.3)
=
[ ∏q
i=1 Γ (bi)∏p
j=1 Γ (aj )
]
G
1,p
p,q+1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣ 1− a1, . . . ,1− ap0,1− b1, . . . ,1− bq
]
, (2.3′)
and so are all their special cases, such as the Bessel functions, the Gauss 2F1-
and Tricomi 1F1- hypergeometric functions, the classical orthogonal polynomials,
many elementary functions, etc. Let us note that the series (2.3) converges (and the
corresponding G-function is analytical) for all |z|<∞, if p  q and for |z|< 1,
if p = q + 1.
For the aims of this paper, we need to emphasize two special cases of (2.3).
The hyper-Bessel function (introduced by Delerue [20]) is a multi-index analogue
of the Bessel function (that follows for m= 1),
J (m)ν1,ν2,...,νm(z)=
(z/m+ 1)ν1+···+νm
Γ (ν1 + 1) . . .Γ (νm + 1)j
(m)
ν1,...,νm(z), (2.4)
where j (m)ν1,...,νm(z)= 0Fm
(
(νk + 1)m1 ;−(z/m+ 1)m+1
)
, (2.4′)
is called a “normalized” hyper-Bessel function, and its series is convergent for all
|z|<∞ (i.e., an entire function).
Like the cosine and the other trigonometric functions that follow from the
Bessel function, similarly from (2.4) one obtains the generalized cosine function
of order m:
y˜(z)= cosm(z)=
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kzmk
(mk)!
= 0Fm−1
(
(k/m)m−11 ;−(z/m)m
)
, (2.5)
satisfying the simplest m-order ODE, (d/dz)my˜(z) = −y˜(z), and initial condi-
tions y˜(0)= 1, y˜(j)(0)= 0, j = 1, . . . ,m− 1 (see [19, Vol. 3]).
The Wright (pΨq -) generalized hypergeometric functions, from which the pFq -
functions follow only when A1 = · · · =Ap = B1 = · · · = Bq = 1:
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pΨq
[
(a1,1), . . . , (ap,1)
(b1,1), . . . , (bq,1)
∣∣∣∣z]
=
[ ∏q
i=1 Γ (bi)∏p
j=1 Γ (aj )
]−1
pFq(a1, . . . , ap;b1, . . . , bq; z),
give examples of H -functions that, in general, are not reducible to G-functions:
pΨq
[
(a1,A1), . . . , (ap,Ap)
(b1,B1), . . . , (bq,Bq)
∣∣∣∣z]
=
∞∑
k=0
Γ (a1 + kA1) . . .Γ (ap + kAp)
Γ (b1 + kB1) . . .Γ (bq + kBq)
σ k
k!
=H 1,pp,q+1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣ (1− a1,A1), . . . , (1− ap,Ap)(0,1), (1− b1,B1), . . . , (1− bq,Bq)
]
. (2.6)
A typical special case of (2.6) is the Mittag-Leffler function (see [19, Vol. 3],
[21,22]), ρ > 0, µ > 0:
E1/ρ,µ(z)=
∞∑
k=0
zk
Γ (µ+ k/ρ) (2.7)
= 1Ψ1
[
(1,1)
(µ,1/ρ)
∣∣∣∣z]=H 1,11,2[−z∣∣∣∣ (0,1)(0,1), (1−µ,1/ρ)
]
, (2.7′)
an entire function of order ρ. Observe that for irrational index ρ > 0, it satisfies a
differential equation of fractional order 1/ρ.
Next, we need to recall some notions of the fractional calculus, the theory of
the operators for integration and differentiation of arbitrary (fractional) order and
their recent generalizations.
The Riemann–Liouville (R–L) operator of integration of order δ > 0 is defined
as
lδf (z)= 1
Γ (δ)
z∫
0
(z− ζ )δ−1f (ζ ) dζ
= zδ
1∫
0
(1− σ)δ−1
Γ (δ)
f (zσ) dσ, (2.8)
and, for a negative order, it is known as the R–L fractional derivative l−δ :=
Dδ, δ > 0,
Dδf (z)=
{
(d/dz)nln−δf (z), n := [δ] + 1, if δ noninteger,
f (n)(z), if δ = n, integer. (2.9)
We shall use also the denotations
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lδ
zβ
f (z) := [lδwf (w1/β)]w=zβ ,
Dδ
zβ
f (z) := [Dδwf (w1/β)]w=zβ , β > 0. (2.10)
The frequent use of operators like (2.10), combined with power weights
associated to the integrand, explains the recent popularity of the following
modification of the R–L fractional integrals and derivatives. The Erdélyi–Kober
(E–K) operator of fractional integration is defined for order δ > 0, weight γ ∈R
and parameter β > 0 as
I
γ,δ
β y(z)=
[(
z−(γ+δ)lδzγ
)
y(z1/β)
]
z→zβ
= z
−β(γ+δ)
Γ (δ)
z∫
0
(zβ − tβ)δ−1tβγ y(t) d(tβ)
= 1
Γ (δ)
1∫
0
(1− σ)δ−1σγ y(zσ 1/β) dσ, (2.11)
and the E–K fractional derivative is denoted by (see [11, Ch. 2])
D
γ,δ
β y(z)=
[(
z−γDδzγ+δ
)
y(z1/β)
]
z→zβ . (2.12)
For the whole details of the theory of the classical fractional calculus and its
applications, we refer to the encyclopaedic book of Samko et al. [4].
In [23,24], Kalla introduced the notion of the generalized operators of frac-
tional integration
Rf (z)= z−(γ+1)
z∫
0
Φ(ζ/z)ζ γ f (ζ ) dζ =
1∫
0
Φ(σ)σγ f (zσ) dσ, (2.13)
where the kernel-function Φ can be arbitrary so the integral makes sense in
suitable functional space for f (z), and studied some of their basic properties when
Φ is the Gauss, Meijer’s or Fox’s hypergeometric function.
The generalized fractional calculus, in the book of Kiryakova [11], is based on
commutative compositions of E–K operators (2.11), (2.12),
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
f (z)=
[
m∏
k=1
I
γk,δk
βk
]
f (z)
=
1∫
0
. . .
1∫
0
[
m∏
i=1
(1− σk)δk−1σγkk
Γ (δk)
]
× f (zσ 1/β11 . . . σ 1/βmm )dσ1 . . . dσm, (2.14′)
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but represented in the single integral form of (2.13), by means of suitable H -
or G-functions as kernels. Namely, let m  1 be an integer, δk  0, γk ∈ R,
βk > 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, and consider δ = (δ1, . . . , δm) as a multi-order of fractional
integration. The integral operators defined as
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
f (z)
=

∫ 1
0 H
m,0
m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (γk + δk + 1− 1/βk,1/βk)m1(γk + 1− 1/βk,1/βk)m1
]
f (zσ) dσ,
if
∑m
k=1 δk > 0,
f (z), if δ1 = δ2 = · · · = δm = 0,
(2.14)
are said to be multiple (m-tuple) Erdélyi–Kober fractional integration operators,
and more generally, all the operators of the form
If (z)= zδ0I (γk),(δk)(βk),m f (z) with δ0  0, (2.15)
are called briefly generalized (m-tuple) fractional integrals.
By a generalized fractional derivative, we mean an integro-differential (or
differential) operator of the form
Df (z)= z−δ0D(γk),(δk)(βk),m , δ0  0, (2.16)
where the operators corresponding to (2.14), namely D(γk),(δk)(βk),m =
∏m
k=1 D
γk,δk
βk
,
are defined by means of explicit differintegral expressions. To this end we denote
Dη =
[
m∏
k=1
ηk∏
j=1
(
1
βj
x
d
dx
+ γk + j
)]
,
ηk =
{ [δk] + 1, if δk noninteger,
δk, if δk integer,
k = 1, . . . ,m,
and define
D
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
f (z) :=DηI(γk+δk),(ηk−δk)(βk),m f (z). (2.17)
The theory of the generalized fractional integrals and derivatives (2.15), (2.16)
has been developed in Kiryakova [11], together with various applications. As
simpler cases, when βk = β > 0, k = 1, . . . ,m, are equal, generalized fractional
integrals and derivatives involving the kernel Gm,0m,m-function are studied and
applied in Chapters 1, 3, 4, instead of the H -function case from [11, Ch. 5], which
was first introduced in Kalla and Kiryakova [25].
Further, Srivastava et al. [26] introduced modifications, more general than
operators (2.14), (2.17) when the kernel H -function in (2.14) can contain
different second parameters βk , λk > 0, k = 1, . . . ,m, in the upper and lower
rows:
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I = I (γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z)
=

∫ 1
0 H
m,0
m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (γk + δk + 1− 1/βk,1/βk)m1(γk + 1− 1/λk ,1/λk)m1
]
f (zσ) dσ,
if
∑m
k=1 δk > 0,
f (z), if δk = 0, λk = βk, k = 1, . . . ,m,
(2.18)
and
∑m
1 (1/λk) 
∑m
1 (1/βk) is supposed. We call (2.18) by the same name,
generalized fractional integrals.
Let us note that if λk = βk, k = 1, . . . ,m, operators (2.18) and (2.14) coincide:
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(βk),m
= I (γk),(δk)(βk),m . (2.19)
A chain of operational rules, analogues of the rules of the classical fractional
calculus, have been developed for operators (2.14), (2.17) in Kiryakova [11,
Ch. 5], and for (2.18) and their corresponding fractional derivatives in Srivastava
et al. [26]. The above-mentioned operators have been studied in various functional
spaces, as weighted spaces of Lebesgue integrable, continuous or analytic
functions.
For the purposes of this paper, it is most convenient to consider analytic
functions f (z) in simply connected regions of the complex z-plane containing the
origin. In this case, multiplicities like those of (z− ζ )δ−1 in the R–L integral (2.8)
are removed by requiring log(z− ζ ) to be real for (z− ζ ) > 0. In the same style,
unique branches of zδ , zµ, etc., are determined in all the cases when multiplicities
appear in the definitions of the generalized fractional integration or differentiation
operators on classes of analytic functions.
Denote by H(Ω) the space of analytic (and single valued) functions in a
complex domain Ω ⊂ C, starlike with respect to the origin z = 0 (therefore, a
simply connected one). For α ∈R, we consider the classes
Hα(Ω)=
{
f (z)= zpf˜ (z); p  α, f˜ (z) ∈H(Ω)},
H0(Ω) :=H(Ω). (2.20)
In particular, Ω can be a disk ∆R = {|z| < R}, R > 0, and then the func-
tions f (z) are given by their power series
f (z)= zα
∞∑
n=0
anz
n ∈Hα(∆R), (2.21)
absolutely convergent in ∆R with R = {lim supn→∞
√
n|an|}−1.
It is easy to see that the operators of the fractional calculus (classical and
generalized) are well defined on any Hα(Ω) under suitable conditions on their
parameters. For example, the E–K operators and their generalizations I (γk),(δk)(βk),m ,
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
map Hα(Ω) into itself, if α  max1km{−βk(γk + 1)} for (2.14),
and if α max1km{−λk(γk + 1)} for (2.18).
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Lemma 1. Let the conditions γk > −1 − α/βk , k = 1, . . . ,m, be satisfied.
Then (2.14), I (γk),(δk)(βk),m maps Hα(Ω) into itself, preserving the power functions
up to a constant multiplier:
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
{zp} = cpzp, p  α,
with cp =
m∏
k=1
Γ (γk + 1+ p/βk)
Γ (γk + δk + 1+ p/βk) > 0. (2.22)
Hence, the image of a power series (2.21) from Hα(∆R) is given by
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
f (z)
= zα
∞∑
n=0
{
an
m∏
k=1
Γ (γk + 1+ (n+ α)/βk)
Γ (γk + δk + 1+ (n+ α)/βk)
}
zn, (2.22′)
having the same radius of convergence R > 0 as (2.21) and the same signs of
the coefficients. More generally, each generalized fractional integral If (z) =
zδ0I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
f (z), δ  0, maps Hα(Ω) into Hα+δ0(Ω)⊆Hα(Ω).
For the proof see Kiryakova [11, Theorem 5.5.2] and Kiryakova and Srivastava
[27, Theorem 1]. A similar proposition holds for the modifications I (γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m
in (2.18), provided γk >−1− α/λk, k = 1, . . . ,m.
3. Multi-index M-L functions and fractional multi-order operators
Recently, the interest in the Mittag-Leffler functions and their popularity have
increased considerably in view of their important role and applications in frac-
tional calculus and related integral and differential equations of fractional order,
solutions of problems in control theory (fractional order control systems, frac-
tional order controllers), continuum mechanics, fractional viscoelastic models,
diffusion theory, fractals, etc. (see, for example, Podlubny [6] and many other
recent books, surveys and articles).
Given this background, and in order to extend our studies on the hyper-Bessel
functions (2.4) (multi-index analogues of the Bessel function, related to Bessel-
type differential equations of arbitrary order m> 1), we have recently introduced
and studied the following multi-index generalizations of the Mittag-Leffler func-
tion.
Definition 1. Let m > 1 be an integer, ρ1 > 0, . . . , ρm > 0 and µ1, . . . ,µm be
arbitrary real numbers. By means of the “multi-indices” (ρi), (µi), we define the
multi-index Mittag-Leffler functions (m-M-L functions)
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E(1/ρi),(µi)(z)=
∞∑
k=0
ϕkz
k
=
∞∑
k=0
zk
Γ (µ1 + k/ρ1) . . .Γ (µm + k/ρm) . (3.1)
It has been proved [28] that (3.1) are entire functions of order ρ := (1/ρ1 +
· · · + 1/ρm)−1 and type σ > 1 (in the classical case m = 1: σ = 1), and are
representable as Wright’s generalized hypergeometric functions and H -functions,
namely
E(1/ρi),(µi)(z)= 1Ψm
[
(1,1)
(µi,1/ρi)m1
∣∣∣∣z]
=H 1,11,m+1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣ (0,1)(0,1), (1−µi,1/ρi)m1
]
. (3.2)
From the above, the corresponding Mellin–Barnes type contour integral rep-
resentation, asymptotic behaviour as |z| → 0,∞, fractional integral and dif-
ferential relations involving the E–K operators (2.11), and other properties are
found.
For the first time, generalizations of the M-L functions, of the kind of (3.1),
were studied by Dzrbashjan [29], for m = 2. As special cases of E(1/ρi),(µi)(z),
we can derive the classical M-L functions, the Bessel and hyper-Bessel functions,
the Bessel–Maitland, Struve and Lommel functions, the 1Fm-functions, etc.
The classical M-L functions (2.7), on their side, are natural generalizations of
the exponential and trigonometrical functions (as solutions of ODE of integer
orders), and incorporate also the error functions, the incomplete gamma functions
etc.
Therefore, the role of the multi-index M-L functions, as solutions of rather
general classes of differential and integral equations of fractional multi-order
(1/ρ1,1/ρ2, . . . ,1/ρm), is important. Here we describe the corresponding gen-
eralized differential and integral operators D,L related to them, and in the next
sections we deal with the task of finding solutions of classes of equations involv-
ing these operators.
Definition 2. Let f (z) be an analytic function in a disk ∆R = {|z| < R} and
ρi > 0, µi ∈R, i = 1, . . . ,m, be arbitrary parameters. The operators in H(∆R)
f (z) =
∞∑
k=0
akz
k
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→

Df (z)=D(ρi ),(µi)f (z)
=
∑∞
k=1 ak
Γ
(
µ1+ kρ1
)
...Γ
(
µm+ kρm
)
Γ
(
µ1+ k−1ρ1
)
...Γ
(
µm+ k−1ρm
)zk−1,
Lf (z)= L(ρi),(µi)f (z)
=
∑∞
k=0 ak
Γ
(
µ1+ kρ1
)
...Γ
(
µm+ kρm
)
Γ
(
µ1+ k+1ρ1
)
...Γ
(
µm+ k+1ρm
)zk+1
(3.3)
are called fractional multi-order differentiation and integration operators (with
respect to multi-index M-L function (3.1)).
In a more precise terminology, these are Gelfond–Leontiev (G–L) operators
of generalized differentiation and integration with respect to the entire function
ϕ(z) = E(1/ρi),(µi)(z), and in our previous works they were named “multiple
Dzrbashjan–Gelfond–Leontiev (D–G–L) operators” (cf. [28, (5), (6), (35)]). The
simplest case, of G–L operators with respect to ϕ(z) = exp(z), evidently gives
the classical differentiation and integration. But for the purposes of this paper, the
shorter notion used in Definition 2 seems more suitable.
Let us note that DLf (z)=D(ρi ),(µi)L(ρi ),(µi)f (z)= f (z) in H(∆R) and the
coincidence of the radii of convergence of f (z) and series (3.3) follows easily by
the Cauchy–Hadamard formula and the asymptotic estimation of the Γ -function
multipliers, in a way similar to [11, Theorem 5.5.2; 27].
The series representations in (3.3) can be analytically continued for analytic
functions in starlike domainsΩ ⊃∆R by means of single integral or differintegral
expressions, as special cases of the operators (2.17), (2.14) of the generalized
fractional calculus. This also justifies the names given in Definition 2. Namely,
let ∆R ⊂Ω, µi  0, i = 1, . . . ,m; i.e., α =max1km{−µkρk} 0. Then (see
[28, Theorem 4.2]), the multi-order fractional integration operator (3.3) can be
analytically continued from H(∆R) into Hα(Ω), and therefore also in H(Ω), as
a generalized fractional integral of form (2.14) (see Lemma 1):
Lf (z)=L(ρi ),(µi)f (z)
= z
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (µi,1/ρi)m1(µi − 1/ρi,1/ρi)m1
]
f (zσ) dσ
= zI (µi−1),(1/ρi)(ρi ),m f (z). (3.4)
The fractional multi-order differentiation D(ρi ),(µi) in (3.3) also has a differinte-
gral representation, in terms of (2.17): for analytic functions in H(Ω)⊃H(∆R),
Df (z)=D(ρi ),(µi)f (z)
= z−1D(µi−1−1/ρi),(1/ρi)(ρi),m f (z)−
[
m∏
i=1
Γ (µi)
Γ (µi − 1/ρi)
]
f (0)
z
. (3.5)
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One can give another, more explicit form to the fractional multi-order differ-
entiation operator (3.3)–(3.5), using denotations in terms of the R–L fractional
derivatives (2.10) (i.e., the decomposition property of the generalized fractional
derivatives (2.17) into E–K fractional derivatives (2.12); see [11]):
Df (z)=D(ρi ),(µi)f (z)
= z−1
m∏
i=1
(
z1+(1−µi)ρiD1/ρi
zρi
z(µi−1)ρi
)
f (z). (3.6)
Thus, the operatorsD=D(ρi ),(µi) can be seen also as fractional order analogues
of the hyper-Bessel differential operators (of integer multi-order (1,1, . . . ,1)),
B = zα0 d
dz
zα1
d
dz
zα2 . . .
d
dz
zαm = z−β
m∏
i=1
(
z−βνi+1 d
dz
zβνi
)
,
m > 1, β > 0, (3.7)
studied by Dimovski [9,10], Dimovski and Kiryakova [30], and Kiryakova [11,
Ch. 3].
It can be easily seen, by the definitions of E(1/ρi),(µi)(z), L(ρi),(µi) and
D(ρi ),(µi), that
LE(1/ρi),(µi)(λz)=L(ρi ),(µi)E(1/ρi),(µi)(λz)
= 1
λ
E(1/ρi),(µi)(λz)−
1
λ
∏
i Γ (µi)
, (3.8)
and, consequently, the multi-index Mittag-Leffler function (3.1), (3.2) satisfies
the fractional multi-order differential equation (of order 1/ρ := 1/ρ1 + · · · +
1/ρm > 0):
DE(1/ρi),(µi)(λz)=D(ρi ),(µi)E(1/ρi),(µi)(λz)= λE(1/ρi),(µi)(λz),
λ = 0. (3.9)
The latter result is a useful suggestion for our considerations in the next
sections.
4. Poisson-type transformation
The term Poisson-type transformation comes from the well known Poisson
integral formula [19, Vol. 2]
Jν(z)= 2√
π
(z/2)ν
Γ (ν + 1/2)
π/2∫
0
cos(z sinϕ)(cosϕ)2ν dϕ
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= 2√
π
(
z
2
)ν 1∫
0
(1− t2)ν−1/2
Γ (ν + 1/2) cos(zt) dt. (4.1)
It represents the Bessel function as an integral transformation Pν of the (sim-
pler) cosine function, Pν being an Erdélyi–Kober operator of fractional integra-
tion (2.11) of order α = ν + 1/2> 0:
Pνf (z)= 2√
π
(
z
2
)ν 1∫
0
(1− t2)ν−1/2
Γ (ν + 1/2) f (zt) dt
= 1√
π
(
z
2
)ν 1∫
0
(1− σ)ν−1/2
Γ (ν + 1/2) σ
−1/2f
(
z
√
σ
)
dσ,
ν >−1/2. (4.2)
Developing a theory of the Bessel-type differential operators (3.7) of arbitrary
order m  2 and the respective integral operators L, called in common hyper-
Bessel operators (see [11, Ch. 3]), Dimovski [9,10] introduced a far-reaching
generalization of the transformation Pν ,
Tf (z)= c
(
zβ
βm
)λ 1∫
0
. . .
1∫
0
m∏
k=1
[
(1− tk)λ+γk−k/m
Γ (λ+ γk − k/m+ 1) t
k/m−1
k
]
× f
[
m
β
zβ/m(t1 . . . tm)
1/m
]
dt1 . . . dtm,
λmax
k
(
k
m
− γk
)
, c=
√
m
(2π)m−1
m∏
k=1
Γ (γk + 1).
He proved that T is a similarity (transmutation operator) between the m-fold
integration lm and the hyper-Bessel integral operator L, viz. T lm = LT . Later on,
in the works of Dimovski and Kiryakova [30] and Kiryakova [11], the operator T
was represented in terms of Meijer’s G-function,
Tf (z)= c
(
zβ
βm
)λ 1∫
0
Gm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (γk + λ)(k/m− 1)
]
f
[
m
β
zβ/mσ 1/m
]
dσ, (4.3)
or for shortness of denotations, if we take λ=−γm = 0, β =m, this is a general-
ized fractional integration operator (2.14), or product of E–K operators (2.11):
Tf (z)= cI (k/m−1),(γk−k/m+1)m,m−1 f (z)= c
m−1∏
k=1
I
k/m−1,γk−k/m+1
m f (z). (4.3′)
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We call (4.3), (4.3′) a Poisson–Dimovski transformation. It transforms the
generalized (m-order) cosine function cosm into a hyper-Bessel function (2.4);
i.e., gives the generalized Poisson integral formula ([11, Chs. 3, 5], [12]):
J (m−1)γ1,...,γm−1(z)= c
(z/m)
∑
γk∏
Γ (γk + 1) 0Fm−1
(
(γm + 1);−(z/m)m
)
= (z/m)
∑
γk∏
Γ (γk + 1)T
{
cosm(z)
}
. (4.4)
In this paper, we consider a further generalization of the operators Pν and T
that transforms the cosm-function into the recently introduced multi-index Mittag-
Leffler function (3.1) E(1/ρi),(µi)(z) and serves as a transmutation operator
(similarity) from the simpler operators of m-times differentiation/integration
into the generalized differential/integral operators of fractional multi-orderD,L.
Thus, by the transmutation method, we are able to find out explicit solutions to
wide classes of nonhomogeneous integral and differential equations of fractional
multi-order, the main object of our study.
The hint for the form of the new Poisson-type transformation comes from the
ideas and results only briefly outlined in Kiryakova [31] and Srivastava et al. [26].
Namely, in [31] we have shown that the basic classes of the known special
functions, viz. the generalized hypergeometric functions pFq and pΨq , can be
represented by suitable operators of the generalized fractional calculus of three
basic simplest (elementary) functions, depending on whether p < q , p = q or
p = q + 1. Especially in the case p < q , Poisson-type formulas are used and the
special functions are representable as generalized fractional integrals/derivatives
of the cosm-function. The case of the pFq -functions has been studied in detail
in [11, Chs. 3, 4] as well as in Section 3 of [31]. The more complicated case
of the Wright’s functions pΨq is briefly discussed only in the last section of
Kiryakova [31] and it turns out that it needs the application of the generalized frac-
tional integrals/derivatives in the wider sense of the paper by Srivastava et al. [26].
Namely, from Theorem 4.6 in [31], one easily derives as a special case the fol-
lowing representation, a Poisson-type formula for the multi-index Mittag-Leffler
functions:
E(1/ρi),(µi)(−z)= 1Ψm
[
(1,1)
(µi,1/ρi)m1
∣∣∣∣− z]
=
√
m
(2πi)m−1
I
(k/m−1)m1 ,(µk−k/m)m1
(ρk),(1),m
{
cosm(mz
1/m)
}
. (4.5)
Definition 3. The operator of the generalized fractional calculus (in sense of [26])
Pf (z)= c∗I (k/m−1)
m
1 ,(µk−k/m)m1
(ρk),(1),m f (mz), c
∗ =
√
m/(2πi)m−1, (4.6)
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of form (2.18), is called a generalized Poisson transformation, corresponding to
the multi-index M-L function E(1/ρi),(µi) and to the operatorsD,L, since
E(1/ρi),(µi)(−z)=P
{
cosm(z
1/m)
}
. (4.5′)
For µk  k/m, k = 1, . . . ,m, the transformation P is a fractional integration
operator of positive multi-order, involving the H -function,
Pf (z)= c∗
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (µk − 1/ρk,1/ρk)(k/m− 1,1)
]
f (mzσ) dσ, (4.6′)
and otherwise, it contains integro-differentiation (or purely differential) operators
(see the definition of the generalized fractional derivatives [26]).
Next, we establish the role of the transformationP as a transmutation operator
between some integral and differential operators and corresponding equations.
Consider the following three “differential” operators:
Dm =
(
d
dz
)m
, Dm
z1/m
of integer order m> 1,
and D=D(ρi ),(µi) (cf. (3.3), (3.5), (3.6))
of fractional order
1
ρ
= 1
ρ1
+ · · · + 1
ρm
. (4.7)
Equation (E˜).
Dmy˜(z)=
(
d
dz
)m
y˜(z)=−y˜(z), (E˜)
with a solution y˜(z)= cosm(z).
Equation (Ê).
Dm
z1/m
yˆ(z)=−yˆ(z),
where Dm
z1/m
yˆ(z)= [Dmwyˆ(wm)]w=z1/m , (Ê)
with a solution yˆ(z)= cosm(z1/m).
Equation (E).
Dy(z)=D(ρi ),(µi)y(z)=−y(z), (E)
with a solution y(z)=E(1/ρi),(µi)(−z) (cf. (3.9) with λ=−1).
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The generalized Poisson formula (4.5′) means that the operatorP transforms a
solution of Eq. (Ê) into a solution of Eq. (E). It is easily seen that (E˜) and (Ê), and
their solutions, are related by the simple transformations (changes of the variable)
χ : y˜(z) → yˆ(z) := y˜(z1/m), χ−1 : yˆ(z) → y˜(z) := yˆ(zm), (4.8)
namely
(E˜) χ−→ (Ê) P−→ (E), i.e., (E˜) P
∗=Pχ−→ (E), (4.9)
and
y˜(z)= cosm(z) χ−→ yˆ(z)= cosm(z1/m) P−→ y(z)=E(1/ρi),(µi)(−z),
i.e., y˜(z)= cosm(z) P
∗=Pχ−→ y(z)=E(1/ρi),(µi)(−z). (4.9′)
It happens that the same operators (4.6) and (4.8) give relationships (similari-
ties) between the corresponding integral operators that are linear right inverses to
the differential operators in (4.7) and satisfy zero initial conditions: the operators
of m-fold integration
lmf (z)=
z∫
0
ζ1∫
0
. . .
ζm−1∫
0
f (ζm) dζm = zm
1∫
0
(1− σ)m−1
(m− 1)! f (zσ) dσ,
lm
z1/m
= χlmz χ−1,
and L= L(ρi),(µi) = zI (µk−1),(1/ρk)(1/ρk),m = zI
(µk−1),(1/ρk)
(1/ρk),(1/ρk),m, (4.7′)
the generalized fractional integral (3.4).
Lemma 2. The generalized Poisson transformation
P∗ =Pχ (cf. (4.6), (4.8)) (4.10)
is a transmutation operator from the m-fold integration lm to the generalized
fractional integration operator L = L(ρi ),(µi), namely P∗ : lm → L in the space
H(Ω), that is, the similarity relations hold:
P∗lmf (z)= L(ρi ),(µi)P∗f (z), f ∈H(Ω), (4.11)
respectively,
L= L(ρi),(µi) =P∗lm(P∗)−1 and lm = (P∗)−1L(ρi ),(µi)P∗,
in H(Ω). (4.11′)
Proof. According to Lemma 1, the operators P , lm and L, being of the form
(2.15) (or modified), preserve the space H(Ω) of functions, analytic in a starlike
domain Ω containing the origin z= 0; the same holds true also for their products.
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To prove relations (4.11), (4.11′), first we need another representation of the
simple m-fold integration operator lm, although much more complicated, but
in the same form as the generalized fractional integration operators L(ρi ),(µi)
and P∗, so we may use the operational rules of the generalized fractional calculus
for the product P∗lm and to compare with the other product L(ρi ),(µi)P∗.
As in [11, p. 117, (3.3.2)] we can first put lm in the form of a generalized
fractional integral with a Meijer’s G-function as a kernel, using the properties of
this function [19, Vol. 1]:
lmf (z)= zm
1∫
0
(1− σ)m−1
Γ (m)
f (zσ) dσ
= zm
1∫
0
G
1,0
1,1
[
σ
∣∣∣∣m0
]
f (zσ) dσ
=
(
z
m
)m 1∫
0
Gm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
k
m
)m
1(
k
m
− 1)m1
]
f (zσ 1/m) dσ
=m
(
z
m
)m 1∫
0
Gm,0m,m
[
τm
∣∣∣∣
(
k−1
m
+ 1)(
k−1
m
) ]f (zτ) dτ.
Then, due to the relation (see [18] or, e.g., [11, p. 345, (E.6′)])
Gm,np,q
[
z1/c
∣∣∣∣a1, a2, . . . , apb1, b2, . . . , bq
]
= cHm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣ (a1, c), (a2, c), . . . , (ap, c)(b1, c), (b2, c), . . . , (bq, c)
]
,
with c= 1/m> 0, we obtain
lmf (z)=
(
z
m
)m 1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
τ
∣∣∣∣
(
k−1
m
+ 1, 1
m
)m
1(
k−1
m
, 1
m
)m
1
]
f (zτ) dτ
=
(
z
m
)m
I
(k/m−1),(1)
(m),(m),m f (z), (4.12)
as a generalized fractional integral of the form (2.18) in sense of Srivastava
et al. [26].
Let us note also that a simple transformation like Ξ :f (z) → f (zω), ω > 0, is
a similarity between generalized fractional integration (differentiation) operators
of form (2.18) with βk,λk and ωβk,ωλk , respectively, namely (see Lemma 1.3.3
in [11]):
Ξ
[
zαI
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
]
f (z)= [zωαI (γk),(δk)(ωβk),(ωλk),m]Ξf (z). (4.13)
Then, using (4.13) for Ξ = χ with ω= 1/m, we can write P∗lm in the form
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P∗lmf (z)=Pχ
[(
z
m
)m
I
(k/m−1),(1)
(m),(m),m
]
f (z)=P
[
z
m
I
(k/m−1),(1)
(1),(1),m
]
χf (z)
= c∗I (k/m−1),(µk−k/m)(ρk),(1),m
[
m · z
m
I
(k/m−1),(1)
(1),(1),m
]
χf (z).
To simplify the above expression, it remains to apply two of the basic operational
rules of the generalized fractional integrals of form (2.18), a kind of semi-group
or product rules, namely (see (24) and (28) in [26])
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
zαf (z)= zαI (γk+α/λk),(δk+α/βk−α/λk)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z), (4.14)
I
(γk+δk),(σk)
(βk),(βk),m
I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
= I (γk),(δk+σk)(βk),(λk),m ,
I
(γk+δk),(σk)
(βk),(λk),m
I
(γk),(δk)
(λk),(λk),m
= I (γk),(δk+σk)(βk),(λk),m . (4.15)
In this way, by (4.14) and (4.15), for P∗lmf (z) we finally obtain
P∗lmf (z)= c∗I (k/m−1),(µk−k/m)(ρk),(1),m
[
zI
(k/m−1),(1)
(1),(1),m
]
χf (z)
= c∗zI (k/m−1+1),(µk−k/m+1/ρk−1)(ρk),(1),m I
(k/m−1),(1)
(1),(1),m χf (z)
= c∗zI (k/m−1),(µk−k/m+1/ρ)(ρk),(1),m χf (z).
On the other hand, due to (4.15),
LP∗f (z)=L(ρi ),(µi)Pχf (z)
= zI (µk−1),(1/ρk)
(ρk),(ρk),m
[
c∗I (k/m−1),(µk−k/m)
(ρk),(1),m
]
χf (z)
= c∗zI (k/m−1),(µk−k/m+1/ρk)(ρk),(1),m χf (z),
which is the same as the expression found forP∗lmf (z). This completes the proof
of the lemma. ✷
5. Solutions to Volterra-type integral equations of second kind
The Volterra integral equations of second kind
y(z)− λLy(z)= y(z)− λL(ρi ),(µi)y(z)= f (z),
with operatorsL(ρi ),(µi) of form (3.3) or (3.4), are said to be fractional multi-order
integral equations of second kind.
We suppose further that µk  0, k = 1, . . . ,m.
Theorem 1. The unique solution y(z) ∈ H(Ω) of the fractional multi-order
integral equation of second kind, having the equivalent forms
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y(z)− λL(ρi ),(µi)y(z)= y(z)− λzI (µi−1),(1/ρi)(ρi ),m y(z)
= y(z)− λz
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (µi,1/ρi)(µi − 1/ρi,1/ρi)
]
y(zσ) dσ = f (z), (5.1)
y(z)− λz
1∫
0
. . .
1∫
0
[
(1− σi)1/ρi−1
Γ (1/ρi)
σ
µi−1
i
]
× y[z(σ 1/ρ11 . . . σ 1/ρmm )]dσ1 . . . dσm = f (z), (5.2)
with f ∈H(Ω), is given by the series
y(z)= f (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λk(L(ρi ),(µi))
kf (z) := f (z)+
∞∑
k=1
(λz)kHk(z), (5.3)
convergent for all |z|<∞, where Hk(z), k = 1,2, . . . , stand for the integrals of
H -functions
Hk(z)=
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
µi + k−1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1(
µi − 1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1
]
f (zσ) dσ. (5.4)
Proof. The homogeneous equation (5.1), (5.2) (i.e., f ≡ 0) has the only trivial
solution y ≡ 0 and this yields the uniqueness of the solution in H(Ω) in the
nonhomogeneous case.
Consider first the simpler integral equation of second kind, involving the
m-fold integration lm, (4.7′), which is a R–L integral (2.8) of integer order
δ =m> 1:
y˜(z)− λlmy˜(z)= f˜ (z), f˜ ∈H(Ω). (5.5)
This is a special case of (1.2) and its unique solution (1.3) has the form
y˜(z)= f˜ (z)+ λ
z∫
0
(z− ζ )m−1 Em,m
[
λ(z− ζ )m]f˜ (ζ ) dζ ∈H(Ω).
Replacing the Mittag-Leffler function by its series definition (2.7), we obtain
y˜(z)= f˜ (z)+ λ
z∫
0
(z− ζ )m−1
[ ∞∑
k=0
λk(z− ζ )mk
Γ (m(k+ 1))
]
f˜ (ζ ) dζ
= f˜ (z)+ λ
∞∑
k=0
λk
[ z∫
0
(z− ζ )m(k+1)−1
Γ (m(k + 1)) f˜ (ζ ) dζ
]
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= f˜ (z)+
∞∑
k=0
λk+1lm(k+1)f˜ (z)
= f˜ (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λklmkf˜ (z) ∈H(Ω). (5.6)
In the above, we have changed the order of the integration and summation which
is admissible, since the series representing the entire function Em,m[λ(z− ζ )m] is
uniformly convergent and the terms (z− ζ )mk+m−1f˜ (ζ ) ∈H(Ω) are integrable
functions on [0, z].
Let us apply the generalized Poisson transformation P∗ ((4.6), (4.10)) to
Eq. (5.5), denoting
P∗y˜(z) := y(z) ∈H(Ω), P∗f˜ (z) := f (z) ∈H(Ω)(⇒ f˜ (z)=P∗−1f (z) ∈H(Ω)).
According to similarity relation (4.11), for k = 1,2, . . . we have
P∗(lm)k = (P∗lm)(lm)k−1 = LP∗(lm)k−1
=L(P∗lm)(lm)k−2 = L2P∗(lm)k−2 = · · · = LkP∗.
Therefore,
P∗y˜(z)− λP∗lmy˜(z)=P∗f˜ (z)
turns into
y(z)− λLy(z)= f (z);
that is, P∗ transforms Eq. (5.5) into Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and the solution (5.6) into
the sought solution of the generalized fractional integral equation of second kind.
Thus, we obtain
y(z)=P∗y˜(z)=P∗
{
f˜ (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λklmkf˜ (z)
}
= f (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λk
[P∗(lm)k]f˜ (z)
= f (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λk
[
LkP∗]f˜ (z)
= f (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λkLkf (z), (5.7)
where we have put the generalized fractional integration P∗ under the sign of
the series (y˜(z)− f˜ (z)) ∈H(Ω). This can be justified by the fact that its terms
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λklmkf˜ (z) ∈H(Ω) are integrable functions on [0, z] and the resulting series is of
absolutely convergent integrals (k = 1,2, . . .):
Lkf (z)= zk
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
µi + k−1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1(
µi − 1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1
]
f (zσ) dσ := zkHk(z).
The above follows from the more general integral representation of the powers
of the generalized fractional integrals (from [11]) as the same type of generalized
fractional integrals,(
zδ0I
(γi),(δi )
(βi),m
)k
f (z)= zkδ0I (γi),(kδi)(βi),m f (z),
whose absolute convergence is a corollary of the conditionsµi  0, i = 1, . . . ,m,
f ∈ H(Ω) and the asymptotic behaviour of the kernel H -functions, as proved
for (2.14) in the general case (cf. [11]).
Thus required solution (5.7) takes the form (5.3), (5.4). ✷
6. Solutions to fractional multi-order differential equations
The results of Theorem 1 allow us to find easily particular solutions of the
nonhomogeneous fractional multi-order differential equations of the form
Dy(z)− λy(z)
= z−1
m∏
i=1
(
z1+(1−µi)ρiD1/ρi
zρi
z(µi−1)ρi
)
y(z)− λy(z)= f (z). (6.1)
Namely, let us consider the integral equation of second kind (5.1),
Y (z)− λLY (z)= F(z),
with F(z) := Lf (z) ∈H(Ω) for f (z) ∈H(Ω). (6.2)
Applying the generalized fractional differentiation operator D (3.3), (3.5), (3.6)
to both sides of (6.2) and using DLY (z)= Y (z), Y ∈H(Ω), we get
DY (z)− λY (z)= f (z),
the fractional multi-order differential equation (6.1). Then, if Y (z) is a solution
of (6.2) with a right-hand side F(z) = Lf (z), it is also a solution of (6.1).
According to (5.3),
Y (z)= F(z)+
∞∑
k=1
λkLkF (z)= Lf (z)+
∞∑
k=1
λkLk+1f (z)
=
∞∑
k=0
λkLk+1f (z)= z
∞∑
k=0
(λz)kHk+1(z),
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where for Lk+1 we use again the integral representation of the powers of the
generalized fractional integral L as in the proof of Theorem 1 but with k → k+1.
Thus, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. A particular solution Y (z) ∈ H(Ω) to the fractional multi-order
nonhomogeneous differential equation (6.1),
DY (z)− λY (z)= f (z), f ∈H(Ω),
is given by the series
Y (z)= z
∞∑
k=0
(λz)kHk+1(z), (6.3)
convergent for |z|<∞, with Hk+1(z), k = 0,1,2, . . . , as in (5.4).
Let us mention that finding the form of the general solution of the nonho-
mogeneous fractional differential equations (6.1) (i.e., satisfying arbitrary initial
conditions) leads to the yet open problem for a fundamental system of solutions of
equation Dy(z)= λy(z). It may be treated by applying the generalized Poisson
transformation P∗ to the system of the other (linearly independent) solutions of
the simpler equation (E˜), given by the generalized (m-order) sine functions:
sinm,m−i+1(z)=
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kzmk+i−1
(mk + i − 1)! ∈H
({|z|<∞}),
i = 2, . . . ,m; (6.4)
see [11, p. 338], [19, Vol. 3].
7. Examples
A. First we consider fractional multi-order integral and differential equations in
their general form, taking only some specific analytic functions as the right-hand
sides f (z).
Example A.1. Let f (z)= zp, p  0.
Then, the expressionsHk(z) can be easily evaluated, similarly to these in (2.2),
by using an integral formula for the Hm,0m,m-functions (see [11, p. 348, (E.21)]) and
the properties of the H -functions:
Hk(z)= zp
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
µi + k−1ρi , 1ρi
)(
µi − 1ρi , 1ρi
) ]σp dσ
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= zp
1∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
µi + k+p−1ρi , 1ρi
)
(
µi + p−1ρi , 1ρi
) ]dσ
= zp
m∏
i=1
Γ
(
µi + pρi
)
Γ
(
µi + k+pρi
) := zpcp,k,
resp. Hk+1(z)= zpcp,k+1. (7.1)
Therefore, the solutions (5.3) and (6.3) become, respectively,
y(z)= zp
{
1+
∞∑
k=1
(λz)kcp,k
}
= zp
{
1+
m∏
i=1
Γ
(
µi + p
ρi
) ∞∑
k=1
(λz)k
k!
Γ (1+ k)∏m
i=1 Γ
(
µi + pρi + k 1ρi
)}
= Cp · zp 1Ψm
[
(1,1)(
µi + pρi , 1ρi
) ∣∣∣∣λz]
with Cp =
m∏
i=1
Γ
(
µi + p
ρi
)
, (7.2)
and
Y (z)=Cpzp+1
∞∑
k=0
(λz)k
k!
Γ (1+ k)∏m
i=1Γ
(
µi + p+1ρi + k 1ρi
)
=Cpzp+1 1Ψm
[
(1,1)(
µi + p+1ρi , 1ρi
) ∣∣∣∣λz]. (7.3)
Example A.2. Let the RHS of (6.1),
f (z)=Hα,βγ,δ
[
ωzr
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj)γ1
(bj ,Bj )
δ
1
]
∈H({|z|<R}),
ω = 0, r > 1,
be an arbitrary H -function. Then, practically all the particular right-hand sides of
the generalized integral and differential equations that could appear as f (z) are
encompassed.
To evaluate Hk(z), we observe that for the parameters chosen, Hm,0m,m(σ) = 0
for |σ | > 1 and consequently, the integral from 0 to 1 in Hk(z) can be replaced
by an integral from 0 to infinity, of a product of two H -functions. Applying the
known formulas for such integrals (see [11, p. 348, (E.21′); 18]), we obtain
Hk(z)=
∞∫
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣
(
µi + k−1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1(
µi − 1ρi , 1ρi
)m
i=1
]
H
α,β
γ,δ
[
ωzrσ r
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj )(bj ,Bj )
]
dσ
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=Hα,β+mγ+m,δ+m
[
ωzr
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj )β1 ,
(
1−µi, rρi
)m
1 , (aj ,Aj )
γ
β+1
(bj ,Bj )
α
1 ,
(
1−µi − kρi , 1ρi
)m
1 , (bj ,Bj )
δ
α+1
]
;
(7.4)
therefore the solutions (5.3) and (6.3) of Eqs. (5.1), (6.1) appear as convergent
series ofH -functions, analytic in the same disks ofC as the H -functions for f (z),
y(z)=Hα,βγ,δ
[
ωzr
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj)γ1
(bj ,Bj )
δ
1
]
+
∞∑
k=1
(λz)k
×Hα,β+mγ+m,δ+m
[
ωzr
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj )β1 ,
(
1−µi, rρi
)m
1 , (aj ,Aj)
γ
β+1
(bj ,Bj )
α
1 ,
(
1−µi − kρi , 1ρi
)m
1 , (bj ,Bj )
δ
α+1
]
,
(7.5)
respectively,
Y (z)= z
∞∑
k=0
(λz)k
×Hα,β+mγ+m,δ+m
[
ωzr
∣∣∣∣ (aj ,Aj )β1 ,
(
1−µi, rρi
)m
1 , (aj ,Aj )
γ
β+1
(bj ,Bj )
α
1 ,
(
1−µi − k+1ρi , 1ρi
)m
1 , (bj ,Bj )
δ
α+1
]
.
(7.6)
Next, we can specify the H -function to be an multi-index Mittag-Leffler func-
tion with the same parameters as in the operators L(ρi ),(µi),D(ρi ),(µi).
Example A.3. Take f (z) = E(1/ρi),(µi)(zr) ∈ H({|z| <∞}), r > 0. By (7.4),
(2.7′) and the other properties of the H -functions, it follows
Hk(z)=H 1,m+1m+1,2m+1
[
−zr
∣∣∣∣ (0,1),
(
1−µi, 1ρi
)m
1
(0,1),
(
1− (µi + kρi ), 1ρi )m1 , (1−µi, 1ρi )m1
]
=H 1,11,m+1
[
−zr
∣∣∣∣ (0,1)(0,1), (1− (µi + kρi ), 1ρi )m1
]
=E(1/ρi),(µi+k/ρi )(zr ); (7.7)
therefore the solutions (5.3), (6.3) are expressed as series of multi-index Mittag-
Leffler functions. For example, a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous
fractional multi-order differential equation
D(ρi ),(µi)Y (z)− λY (z)=E(1/ρi),(µi)(zr),
is
Y (z)= z
∞∑
k=0
(λz)kE(1/ρi),(µi+k/ρi)(zr ) ∈H
({|z|<∞}). (7.8)
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B. Now let us consider the special case of the fractional multi-order operators
D,L, when the multi-order of differentiation or integration (1/ρ1,1/ρ2, . . . ,
1/ρm) consists of integers, and especially is (1,1, . . . ,1). In this case we obtain
the hyper-Bessel differential and integral operators. Namely, by setting µi =
γi + 1, ρi = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m, we obtain the hyper-Bessel differential operator B
as in (3.7), with β = 1, and its corresponding hyper-Bessel integral operator (in
the denotations (2.14)),
Lf (z)= zI (γ1,...,γm),(1,...,1)(1),m f (z)
= z
1∫
0
Gm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣ (γi + 1)m1(γi)m1
]
f (zσ) dσ. (7.9)
The solutions (5.3), (6.3) of the respective hyper-Bessel integral equations of
second kind and of the nonhomogeneous differential equations of order m > 1
contain Meijer’s G-functions instead of the H -functions, and the solution of
the homogeneous equation By(z) = λy(z) is given in terms of the hyper-Bessel
function (2.4) (see, e.g., [11, Ch. 3; 13]).
In particular, for special choice of f (z)= zp we obtain, for the solutions of the
hyper-Bessel integral and differential equations,
y(z)= zp 1Fm
(
1; (γi + p+ 1)m1 ;λz
)
,
Y (z)= zp+1 1Fm
(
1; (γi + p+ 2)m1 ;λz
)
, (7.10)
and in the case of f (z) = Gα,βγ,δ (z), the solutions are simpler series of Meijer’s
G-functions. Especially, an analogue of Example A.3 can be derived when f (z)
is a hyper-Bessel function with the same parameters as for the operators B,L and
then the solutions appear as series of the same kind of hyper-Bessel functions.
C. Consider the special case of hyper-Bessel operators related to the Bessel
function Jν(z) and to the classical second order Bessel differential equation;
namely take m = 2; γi = ±ν/2, i = 1,2; β = 2 (adjusting to the case β = 1
comes with the simpler substitution, as in (4.8), χ : z → 2√z ). The Bessel dif-
ferential operator is, in the form (3.7),
Bν = z−2
(
zν+1 d
dz
z−νz−ν+1 d
dz
zν
)
= d
2
dz2
+ 1
z
d
dz
− ν
2
z2
,
and the hyper-Bessel integral equation of second kind, y(z)− λLνy(z)= f (z),
contains the hypergeometric (with the Gauss function as a kernel) integral op-
erator
Lνy(z)=
(
z
2
)2 1∫
0
σ−ν/2(1− σ)
× 2F1(1− ν,1;2;1− σ)y
(
z
√
σ
)
dσ. (7.11)
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For special choices of f (z) as in Example A.1, one obtains the Lommel and the
Struve functions as solutions of (7.11), namely
(i) f (z)= zµ+1 ⇒
y(z)= zµ+1 1F2
(
1; µ+ ν + 3
2
,
µ− ν + 3
2
; −z
2
4
)
= (µ+ ν + 1)(µ− ν + 1)sµ,ν(z),
(ii) f (z)= zν+1 ⇒
y(z)= zν+1 1F2
(
1; ν + 3
2
,
3
2
; −z
2
4
)
= (2ν + 1) sν,ν(z)
=√πΓ (ν + 1/2)2ν−1(2ν + 1)Hν(z).
D. For m= 1, the problems considered here are related to the classical Mittag-
Leffler function as in (1.2), (1.3).
E. Take in general, m = 2; the case is related to Dzrbashjan’s Mittag-Leffler
function from [29]. Special cases of it are related to Bessel–Maitland functions,
etc.
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